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Event Description
Camp Horizon: Ed-venture Awaits is a four–day faculty development event taking place May 16–19, 
2022. Camp Horizon sessions will focus on empowering faculty to engage in instructional practice 
while providing opportunities for rest, reflection, connection, and growth. This event is about 
connecting with one other, meeting new people, and celebrating what we’re doing in the classroom. 
Session offerings will align with both teaching and learning best practices and institutional priorities 
(e.g., flexible learning design) and will be delivered synchronously, asynchronously, and in person.

For more information, visit:
learninginnovation.ca/camp-horizon/ 

For registration, visit:
camp-horizon.eventbrite.ca

Welcome
Oki, campers!

Welcome to Camp Horizon. We hope that the next few days are full of learning, growth, and 
connection. From the Kairos Blanket Exercise to the Ed Tech Trek, there will be a wide range of 
instructional styles and engagement opportunities for you to enjoy.

Take notes, get involved, and most importantly, have fun!

What are the session Delivery modes?
Streamed - Observe and learn from the in-person sessions being streamed online. Best for hikers 
with limited time. Limited participation opportunities. 

Online - Actively learn through group participation and reflection. Best for hikers with 
a desire to participate from the comfort of their home and those who need to care for  
little hikers. 

On Campus - Actively participate in sessions delivered on campus and connect with your colleagues. 
Best for hikers who would like to get immersed in a camp environment. 

Will sessions be recorded for later viewing? 

Many of our sessions will be recorded and added to the Teacher Hive for later viewing. Camp Horizon 
is designed to be a highly interactive experience, so we recommend attending live for the best 
experience. Not all sessions will have a recorded version available after, and if the session is recorded, 
you will see a notice in Zoom that the meeting is being recorded.

If you are a Lethbridge College staff member other than faculty and wish to join these learning 
sessions, please register for our online synchronous learning sessions to help ensure we save in-
person seats for our faculty members who prefer to learn in person.
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Teaching Excellence Framework
We encourage you to complete the Teaching Excellence Framework self-assessment to help you 
self-assess your current knowledge and skills on TEF dimensions.

For more information, visit:

learninginnovation.ca/tef/tef-self-assessment

Every session is aligned with a corresponding TEF dimension (e.g., assessment, learning environment, 
course and curriculum design).

Once you complete the self-assessment and receive your results, we encourage you to cross-reference 
to the Camp Horizon schedule and choose sessions that will help you grow in the identified TEF 
dimensions (e.g., learning environment) based on the self-assessed indicators of practice (involved, 
engaged, and leading).

Happy learning!
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Learning Choices 

DAY 1: Setting up CAF Camp

TEF AlignmentTime Facilitator(s) Delivery

9:00AM Fisher Qua, 
Camp Horizon Team

12:00PM

Camp Horizon Team

Camp Horizon Team

1:00PM
Provost and VPA  

Sam Lenci

2:00PM CTLI Team Members

On Campus 

Online & 
On Campus

Online 

Online &
On Campus 

On Campus 

Camp Horizon Team On Campus 8:30AM

Catered Lunch On 
Campus

Virtual Lunch

CAF Stations And Rapid 
CAF Consults 

https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/98134766495?pwd=d1Y0czhwRzJUd1ZHOFdKZzR1YjEvUT09&from=addon
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/92909093164?pwd=S21zQXQvQWVpeE1peWJCUDVBR1QzUT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/93837145767?pwd=T3c4OEhHZmlBdlZ1RWQyYVQ2YndFdz09
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Welcome & Virtual
Liberating Structures Workshop

Welcome From Place, Elder’s Prayer and Opening Remarks at 9 a.m. followed by a VIRTUAL Keynote 
Workshop: Liberating Structures – An Immersive Learning Workshop.

Join our virtual presenter, Fisher, for an immersive learning experience. Liberating Structures are 
easy-to-learn facilitation strategies that enhance relational coordination and trust. They quickly foster 
lively participation in groups of any size, making it possible to truly include everyone and unleash 
their creativity (www.liberatingstructures.com/)

Adding Liberating Structures to your instructional strategy toolbox can build student trust and 
increase their engagement, online and in person. Due to the immersive, interactive nature of the 
virtual workshop and the extensive use of breakout rooms, we will not be recording this session. 
We strongly encourage faculty to register for this virtual session so you do not miss out on learning 
about Liberating Structures.

E.C. Fredericks Theatre CE1365

Catered Lunch On Campus

Join us for a free lunch sponsored by CTLI at Coulee’s Edge and pause to share reflections of your 
PD takeaways from Camp Horizon so far as faculty and CTLI network, or just use the time to quietly 
refresh and reboot while sharing meals together.

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4

Virtual Lunch

Attending Camp Horizon remotely? Gather with us in our virtual lunch space and pause together to 
share reflections of your PD takeaways from Camp Horizon. This is an opportunity to network with 
other faculty and CTLI members, or just use the time to quietly refresh and reboot while sharing 
meals together at a distance.

Online

“Demystify The CAF” Panel

Join our panel as we discuss, debate and demystify the Curriculum Alignment Framework! Our goal 
is to address the purpose and value of this institutional tool and answer faculty questions. 

Facilitated by Provost and VPA Sam Lenci with panel members Christie Robertson, Candace Lewko, 
Kris Hodgson-Bright, Natalie Barfuss, and Cherie Bowker

E.C. Fredericks Theatre CE1365

CAF Stations And Rapid  
CAF Consults

Join us to see what’s on the horizon in course design and visit the “camp counsellors” (CTLI team 
members) for point-of-need support. Bring your completed or barely started CAF to CAF Camp in 
the Library/CTLI and we will help you get it done! Or if you just want to brainstorm some course 
design ideas with us, we’ll be happy to help! 

There will be a variety of stations to visit to learn more: new template options with hands-on demos, 
student core competencies, Niitsitapi Strategy and Indigenous perspectives, equity, diversity and 
inclusion (EDI), Universal Design for Learning (UDL) and delivery modes.

Aquarium CE1340F &  
Main Library Space

Conversation Connection

Join your colleagues and CTLI staff for informal networking (online and in-person).

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4, Online



6DAY 2: Canvas/Ed Tech Trek

TEF AlignmentTime Learning Choices Facilitator(s) Delivery

9:00AM

8:30AM

Digital Adventure Rooms

Teepee Raising

Chase Boogaart,  
Lyle Ruggles

Camp Horizon Team

Lowell Yellowhorn

On Campus 

On Campus 

On Campus 

10:00AM

Lorne Deimert,  
Rebecca Helmer

On Campus 
& Streamed 

Makerspace And  
3D Printing

Lexi Schaerz, Jessie 
Sorensen, Tyler Wall On Campus 

11:00AM

2:00PM

Glimpse Into 
Gamified Education

Drones: Fly Into 
Innovation

The Wonders 
Of Virtual Reality

Chair Yoga

Rebecca Helmer,  
Lorne Deimert,  

Melissa Cloutier

Jessie Sorensen,  
Tyler Wall, 

Darel Bennedbaek

Rebecca Helmer,  
Lorne Deimert,  

Melissa Cloutier

Melissa Reed Boogaart

Tyler Wall,
Lyle Ruggles,

Tyler Waldron

Kris Hodgson-Bright

Darel Bennedbaek, 
Chase Boogaart

Tatiana Kloster, 
Tyler Wall

Be Fit For Life

Online

On Campus

Online &
On Campus 

Online &
On Campus 

Online &
On Campus 

Online 

On Campus 

On Campus 
& Streamed 

On Campus 

12:00PM

1:00PM

BBQ Lunch By
Residence Services Residence Services On Campus 

https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/92909093164?pwd=Vlh3QjQvTE1aOTdweDNkOTB5M3BZZz09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/97844096229?pwd=NFVxSkhFMmZBTzJmTklxWWVKWko1QT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/96561126354?pwd=TEZhN3RDQm5vM3dRa3A4ZlJWVkttQT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/92275376817?pwd=YTJRWVZsNDF3NDVQZ2FueEYyZkRtUT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/96611550887?pwd=elViQVR4cjAxcTBDVUZ4NXdjMCtrdz09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/94718534279?pwd=OXpROUR4YXpZWVJ4UzIzaGxlcGE0dz09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/97599779721?pwd=N20yVHpQUGp5TEVaWENqZ1F1K3k3QT09
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Digital Adventure Rooms

Lyle and Chase will be available from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. to answer all your questions about the Digital 
Adventure Rooms. These rooms will be open for you to see all week! 

During our drop-in event, we will transform 2 breakout rooms into digital experiences using projectors 
and a number of projection techniques known as projection mapping, video mapping, spatial augmented 
reality and interactive projections. Participants can move from one room to another to have different 
experiences, all created using one or more of these techniques.

Library CE1331, CE1330

Canvas Tips, Tricks, 
And Time-Savers

Participants will learn a handful of easy and intermediate tips, tricks and time-saver techniques that 
they can incorporate into their Canvas skillset. 

Aquarium CE1340F

Conversation Connection

Join your colleagues and CTLI staff for informal networking (online and in-person).

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4, Online

Teepee Raising

Join us for an experience of raising a teepee to learn about its significance and meaning in  
Blackfoot culture.

Meet by the Library Entrance

Makerspace And 3D Printing

Come and imagine a world where your ideas become a physical reality. Break out and combine the 
use of your hands, your head, and your heart as you learn that play can empower education. Join us 
in this session as we leverage the power of the college’s maker cart and get you to engage in hands-
on educational play while getting a background on how you can exploit a makerspace to enhance 
your projects, assessments and course development.

The Makercart can be found in the library, just past the library front desk. It is a blue worktable with 
lights and a 3D printer on it.

Library Near Makercart

Trek Through 
Learning Analytics

Searching for possible meanings in your Canvas learning analytics? CTLI has been piloting dashboard 
reports of learning analytics with some volunteer faculty that can point to possible findings for 
student engagement and course design principles. Come learn about how learning analytics can 
unveil findings to help guide evidence-informed decisions for teaching and course design approaches, 
and help shape how we can support your trek through learning analytics.

Online Only
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BBQ Lunch 
By Residence Services

Far away on the fringes of campus lies the unknown land of Residence. Although a fair amount of your 
students lay their heads to rest here each night, how much do you really know about Residence Life?

Join the Residence Life team on Tuesday, May 17 from 12 to 1 p.m. for a Residence Summer Showcase. 
This event will include a sponsored BBQ lunch and an opportunity to learn more about Residence 
Life and the advantages it offers to the student community.

Cullen Residence Activity Centre

The Wonders of 
Virtual Reality

This session runs from 1 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. for drop-in VR experiences. 

Participants will get to experience Virtual Reality firsthand. Participants can exist under the ocean 
with different marine life, learn about human anatomy, face any fears of height by walking on a plank 
located at the top of a skyscraper, stand in front of a large crowd to give a speech, and more.

Library CE1328, CE1327

Help Map  
Our Canvas Shells

Let’s gather for a sneak peek at the Canvas shells that our CTLI team is drafting for a fall 2022 launch. 
Learn about their many benefits — like saving course development time and their roadmap to UDL 
and online learning experience design principles. There will be stories of strife and testimonials of 
success in using them, and we will listen for how we can trailblaze to providing even better ones for 
your courses.

Aquarium CE1340F

Using Mentimeter For 
Formative Assessment

Explore how to set up quick formative assessment activities in Mentimeter to boost your student 
engagement. Learn how to set different question types in Mentimeter and import your PPT slides.

Solarium CE1340E

Glimpse into Gamified 
Education

Take a moment out of a busy Camp schedule to play (and learn)! Enjoy an overview of board games, 
digital board games, and virtual reality that could spark ideas for gamifying course materials, increasing 
student engagement, or even just thinking about course delivery in a different light. Not only will 
we showcase some of the most interesting content out there, you’ll have a chance to get hands-on 
experience with it to experiment and ideate.

Aquarium CE1340F

Chair Yoga

This is a gentle class that adapts yoga poses with a chair.  Breath work, relaxation and stretching will 
be incorporated through a variety of movements and poses to help improve body awareness and 
ease tension.  Especially good for those who spend their day at a desk and/or don’t want to get up 
and down off the floor.

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4
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Learning Activities 
Using Miro

This session will demonstrate Miro, a virtual whiteboard tool, and how you can adapt learning activities 
to a virtual or hybrid environment. We will cover the basics of how to use Miro, look at some of the 
many free templates, and look at two specific activities traditionally conducted in the classroom: 
poster presentations and breakout groups. 

Aquarium CE1340F

Work Integrated Learning  
+ Riipen

By the end of this lesson, participants will be able to create a Riipen profile for one course and/or 
assignment to set up Work Integrated Learning for the Fall 2022 or Winter 2023 semester. 

 Solarium CE1340E

Drones: Fly into Innovation

Have you ever wanted to fly a drone? Have you ever wondered how you could incorporate drones 
into your classroom? Want to crash a super expensive drone? Look no further than this interactive 
session where we will be flying drones, crashing drones and competing to see who is the most skilled 
drone pilot. Come chat with Lyle and Tyler about how drones can help us look at different ways to 
engage students.

• Hands-on flight experience (fly in a safe and controlled environment)
• Simulation drone flights
• Live flight demonstration outside (weather pending)
• Discuss design alternatives to learning objectives 
• Applying drones to existing curriculum to see if there are opportunities
• Theorizing how drones could be incorporated into new student projects

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4



10DAY 3: Mapping out our terrain

Time Facilitator(s) Delivery

10:00AM

1:00PM

2:15PM

8:30AM

11:00AM

How Might I...?  
Plan For T&L Needs

KAIROS Blanket Exercise 

Coulee Walk

Microaggressions 
In The Classroom

Melissa Cloutier, Amanda 
Parker, Tyler Hall, 

Student Success Surveys

Lowell Yellowhorn, 
Marni Hope

Ibrahim Turay

Be Fit For Life

Tatiana Kloster,
Erin Howard

Ashley Burke,  
Charles McArthur,  

Marni Hope, Tyler Wall,  
Melissa Cloutier

Danielle Simard

Dr. Jennifer Davis

Chiye Kinjo

On Campus 

On Campus 

Online 

On Campus 

On Campus 
& Streamed 

Online &
On Campus 

Online &
On Campus 

Streamed

Online &
On Campus 

Online &
On Campus

Learning Choices 

OER Compass Panel

TEF Alignment

Carmen Guenther Online &
On Campus

Camp Horizon Team On Campus 

https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/92909093164?pwd=S21zQXQvQWVpeE1peWJCUDVBR1QzUT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/92435210268?pwd=VDhKRitIck9Jb3I5L3JtbWF6TG1kZz09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/98683719285?pwd=VWhRMm1uTFl4NXdLVFlldno4RVN1QT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/98828066226?pwd=RkVzMWpKZ0pjV3RvTDhCQkVaZWhGZz09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/97244035564?pwd=U0YwaC9ralB1ak1kSldGV3g3N0VtUT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/91791219591?pwd=L0xsNCtQaE0vaE1pTk1nNjlJcnJjUT09//
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/97002768150?pwd=YklmUHo0SHZ2MnlQNGZQUG1JZ1M4QT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/96808446275?pwd=QkRCR3NXQkNRZCsxSXBxY0xCeGh6dz09
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Who’s In Your Classroom?

Why does human-centered design matter? What are strategies for recognizing learner characteristics 
and needs? What common barriers and challenges do students face? How can we take a strengths-
based approach towards learning needs? Our session and its diverse panel of student and faculty 
voices will explore these topics as a kickoff to the day.

E.C. Fredericks Theatre CE1365

How Might I...? 
Plan For T&L Needs

Let’s play with a new Course Planning Tool that CTLI is piloting and gather feedback to help make it 
better. The tool reflects needs assessment, learning experience design, and human-centered design 
principles and can act as a guide in tailoring courses to be more student-centered and reflective of 
teaching and learning needs. We will also showcase student success surveys and explore how they 
could be paired with this tool. Featuring Amanda Parker and Student Success Surveys.

Aquarium CE1340F

Teaching: 
An Act Of Storytelling

Participants should be able to answer the following questions after this session:

• What is intersectionality and what are its relations to counter-storytelling?
• Whose story is included or excluded in your course content?
• How does your story inform your teaching style and teaching strategies, including your choice of 

examples for concept mastery?
• How do the examples you use in your class for concept mastery support/challenge/provide an 

alternative perspective to the narrative represented in your courses?

Online Only 

International Student 
Experience

Participants will be able to experience what it is like to learn in a foreign language and foreign classroom 
experience and learn about some of the hurdles, situations and backgrounds of our international 
students. Participants will leave the session with knowledge, ideas and supports to help international 
students have a successful student journey at LC.

Solarium CE1340E

Student-Led  
Assessment

Teaching Responsibility for Learning : Incorporating Student-Led Assessment in College Courses. 
After this session, participants will have an understanding of the pedagogy, development, and 
implementation of student-led assessment as it applies to different learning contexts.

Aquarium CE1340F

Conversation Connection

Join your colleagues and CTLI staff for informal networking (online and in-person).

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4, Online
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The Silence and the Noise: Understanding 
and Responding to Student Trauma

This session brings awareness to the prevalent issue of trauma exposure in post-secondary students. 
Together, we will identify students who may be at increased risk, learn to recognize the signs of 
trauma and discuss the implications that this may have on student learning and success. This session 
will identify strategies that build safer spaces through trauma-informed practice and pedagogy and 
highlight the personal impact and the potential for resilience and post-traumatic growth.

Solarium CE1340E

Coulee Walk

Join us for an enjoyable walk along coulee trails behind the college and enjoy the fresh air, panoramic 
view and signs of spring in the coulees. We will meet in Coulee’s Edge and leave for the walk through 
the nearby exit.

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4

Your OER Compass

Interested in Open Educational Resources (OER)? Curious about OER activities that are happening 
throughout our college? Join us as we clarify what OERs are and the positive impacts they can have 
for our students and their learning. Hear about the results from our 2022 faculty and student OER 
surveys, and be inspired by unique and creative OER stories of faculty pursuits at our college. This 
session will also point to where to find OERs and present methods for choosing and integrating them 
into your teaching practices. For those who wish to create or adapt OERs, we will also highlight our 
people, services and resources available to support and assist you. Walk away with guidance to 
skillfully navigate the ever-growing OER world and make new connections for OER collaborations.

OER Panel: Darel Bennedbaek, Melissa Cloutier, Helen Fulara, Chris Hotton, Nicky Jensen, Constance 
Sheriff, Kelly Thompson, Tyler Wall, Adam Walser, Cindy Warner

Aquarium CE1340F

KAIROS Blanket Exercise

Take a journey through the process of Colonization in Canada. This workshop will run from 2:15 to 
4:15 approximately.

TE1228   

Post-Pandemic  
Takeaways

How did COVID-19 change your teaching? Join us for a discussion on unpacking your pedagogical 
takeaways from teaching in a COVID-19 pandemic. This session will provide you with an opportunity 
to reflect on your practice by sharing stories of your successes and stumbling blocks and identifying 
tangible takeaways for your future teaching.

E.C. Fredericks Theatre CE1365

Microaggressions 
In The Classroom

Participants will learn what microaggressions are, how they affect us, and techniques to manage 
them in the classroom. This is a pre-recorded asynchronous session, and a link will be sent to you to 
view the recording.

Online Asynchronous



13Day 4: Exploring learning – packing your backpack 1/2

TEF AlignmentTime Facilitator(s) Delivery

Tyler Wall, 
Brianne Hutchinson,

Meagan Pon

Tyler Wall, 
Brianne Hutchinson,

Meagan Pon

9:00AM

1:00PM

11:00AM

Growing Ideas From A 
Seed Of Failure

Fail Forward

Guided Coulee Walk

Online & Blended 
Resources

Student Core 
Competencies

Yoga For Stress 
Reduction

Meeting Needs Of 
Diverse Learners

Stacia Nelson

Joelle Reynolds,
Kristin Bond

Lowell Yellowhorn

Melissa Cloutier

Donna McLaughlin

Be Fit For Life

Kristin Bond,
Ashley Burke

Jaddon Park

Online &
On Campus

On Campus 

On Campus

Online &
On Campus 

On Campus 

On Campus

On Campus

On Campus 

On Campus

Online

Learning Choices 

Camp Horizon Team On Campus 8:30AM

https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/92909093164?pwd=S21zQXQvQWVpeE1peWJCUDVBR1QzUT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/97958358655?pwd=aHVTR0pmR1RreVppdU92dnhmQUkvdz09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/99131480279?pwd=YVV0WGkvY2svUGo3T3RoRlJBcXlpQT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/95053309228?pwd=eEk4NzNQN28xbXp0bkh1ams2ditNQT09


14Day 4: Exploring learning – packing your backpack 2/2

TEF AlignmentTime Facilitator(s) DeliveryLearning Choices 

Tatiana Kloster, 
Ina Baczuk, Connie Lyon, 

Andrew Derksen,
Greg Gibos

2:15PM

3:00PM

Embedded Student 
Supports

Formatting Word And 
PDF Forms

Unpacking The Week

Amber Bagu

Brenna Lowrie

Brianne Hutchinson,
Meagan Pon

Betty-Ann Little Wolf

On Campus 

On Campus 

Online 

Online &
On Campus 

Online &
On Campus 

https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/97418145795?pwd=UVBoUlBBcDBYZlJrTjVqMW1ScFc2QT09
https://lethbridgecollege.zoom.us/j/99256120847?pwd=RUNqbm9FWllEeFRGWW5qeW9NQmhWQT09
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Challenges & Wins 
In Assessment

Student assessment is a critical aspect of the teaching and learning process. Join us for a discussion 
about the challenges and wins in assessment practices. Learn more about rubrics and innovations 
like specification grading and authentic assessment. Explore ways that you can connect your course 
assessments with LC’s student core competencies. 

Outcomes: 
• Understand the concept of specification grading/authentic assessment 
• Identify challenges/wins in assessment practice
• Learn about rubrics (gain feedback on rubrics) 
• Connect assessment (specification grading) with SCC’s

Aquarium CE1340F

Liberating Structures 
In Action

Interested in finding out how to tap into the room intelligence — whether in Teams meetings with 
colleagues or with your students in the classroom? Want to learn new ways to scaffold and support 
student thinking? 

Join this session to experience the power of Liberating Structures and Project Zero Thinking Routines 
to help leverage the diversity and creativity in the room!

Outcomes:

• Discuss the opportunities provided using Liberating Structures (LS) and Thinking Routines (TR) 
in facilitated experiences (in and out of the classroom)

• Identify the purpose of a few different LS’s and TR’s
• Experience how LS’s and TR’s, enable discussion, dialogue, idea generation, etc. 
• Identify an LS or TR that you can incorporate into your team course planning or into your classroom 

practice

E.C. Fredericks Theatre CE1365

Conversation Connection

Join your colleagues and CTLI staff for informal networking (online and in-person).

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4, Online
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Online & Blended Resources

New to online or blended teaching and course design? Perhaps you’re seeking to innovate? Let’s 
come together and explore how we can strive to improve online and blended teaching and learning 
experiences while aligning to industry principles. 

In this session, we will share some brand new, just-in-time guides for your backpack: from pre-launch 
checklists to course maintenance considerations, and the art of blending.

We hope to inspire you and welcome your stories, experiences, insights and suggestions.

Solarium CE1340E

Fail Forward

The pressure is on and there is no margin for error. There is only one thing left to do — fail! Yup, you 
read that right…in this session, we will focus on how to fail well. This includes (1) how to create a 
culture of taking measured risks and (2) learning from your mistakes. Come and get more comfortable 
acknowledging your failures and taking steps to learn from them.
  
Outcomes:

• Experiment and have fun with failing
• Develop strategies for “doing” outside your comfort zone
• Adapt to a more comfortable feeling with failure and risk in connection to your life  

and teaching

Aquarium CE1340F

Student Core Competencies

You down with SCC? Yeah, you know me! This session is for you if:

• You have wondered about how to integrate the Student Core Competencies into your course
• You have an idea and you want it attached to a badge
• You love the SCC’s so much and are looking for even more ways to connect with them in your 

courses!

Bring your computer! Having access to one of your Canvas courses will be of benefit for this session.

Outcomes:

• Identify which SCC’s align with your course
• Identify an assessment with a SCC
• Discuss how to set up Canvas to trigger a SCC badge
• Discuss ways to connect with the Leading aspect of the SCC’s

Solarium CE1340E
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Guided Coulee Walk

Join Indigenous Services for an introduction to the Iissksiniip (Coming to Know and Learn) Coulee 
Walk. Meet at Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4 and enjoy some fresh air while learning about our coulee 
walk highlighting traditional plants found in this area.

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4

Yoga For  
Stress Reduction

Enjoy physical and mental benefits in this beginner yoga class aimed at relieving stress.  Breathing, 
meditation and relaxation techniques are combined with easy yoga movements to help relieve stress 
and anxiety and leave you feeling calm.

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4

Growing Ideas From 
A Seed Of Failure

What exactly do you do with an idea? 

This session will help you move through strategies to reflect on current ideas and improve upon them. 
You will (literally) get the “failure seeds” from the first session and have fun helping them to blossom. 
You will not only leave this session smiling but with a renewed sense of creativity and iteration.

Outcomes:

• Assess & interpret existing ideas and materials
• Adapt ideas to better suit the outcomes
• Strategize a pitch, perform pitch, and reflect on iteration

Aquarium CE1340F

Meeting the Diverse 
Needs of Learners

To some extent, “signing off” on accommodations is reactive to student need. When we integrate 
and are transparent about the UDL strategies used in the design and delivery of our courses, we (1) 
nurture a space of equity and inclusion, (2) enable learners to become more aware of HOW they 
are learning (metacognition), and (3) proactively plan to reduce barriers. By focusing on the diverse 
needs of our learners we increase the opportunity for all students to be more successful.

Outcomes:

• Recognize the difference between accommodations and UDL
• Develop knowledge of why it is important to think about the diverse needs of learners
• Connect specific strategies to various learners’ needs
• Identify what you are currently doing and where there might be gaps for the needs of your learners

E.C. Fredericks Theatre CE1365

Teaching For Sustainability

In this session, we will explore the foundations of Education for Sustainability (EfS) and begin to 
deepen your understanding about EfS in order to explore promising practices to embed EfS into 
your LC course(s).  

Online Only
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Formatting Word  
And PDF Forms

Need help with Word or PDF forms? Bring them in and I got you covered! Maybe you have some pesky 
formatting that won’t cooperate? I can help with that, too! Want to know how to make a Canvas page 
more UDL friendly? Let’s talk about some ways to do that! Come on by if you have a quick question 
or you want to make an appointment for a one-on-one consultation at a later date.

Outcomes: 

• Develop knowledge and skills for creating Word and PDF forms
• Connect UDL strategies with Canvas page creation
• Gain formatting tips/tricks

Solarium CE1340E

Inclusive and Accessible 
Language

Enhance your writing and communication skills to produce course content your students can easily 
access, understand, and apply. Learn how to incorporate plain language principles, EDI considerations, 
and accessibility standards into your writing to ensure your message is reaching all learners.

Online Only

Unpacking the Week

It’s been a full-on week of packing your bag — some things are neatly folded, others have just been 
thrown in there. It might even feel a bit too heavy. So, let’s take some time to unpack and look at 
what we have and what we want to keep moving forward. 

There are four camp counsellors ready and waiting to help you sort through all your things and 
thoughts.

Outcomes:

• Reflect on a specific topic from the week
• Ask questions related to your personal context
• Set goals to move forward in your practice

Coulee’s Edge CE1340-4

Embedded Student Supports

Embedded Students’ Supports in Canvas Courses: Collaboration Project with Faculty, Librarians, 
Learning Strategists and Academic Advisors

We will examine the history of embedded librarians and strategists at Lethbridge College. We will also 
briefly outline a preliminary holistic student support framework that guided embedding specialists 
into course design to ensure students get access to the right support at the right time. The panelists 
will discuss experiences of collaboration, reflect on the influence of COVID-19 pandemic on embedded 
supports, and share practical strategies that drive student engagement.

Aquarium CE1340F
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